Winters in the Italian capital are sunny and mild, casting a special light and atmosphere over the city.
Artists from around the world have long come to Rome to bask in its climate, study its treasures and,
although a lot has obviously changed since the days of the Grand Tour, Rome is still a major draw for
artists. This transience adds another layer to Rome’s already complex and often-contradictory art scene,
one that is frequently caught between localism and internationalism.
Last spring, the South African artist William Kentridge completed his monumental outdoor
fresco Triumphs and Laments (2016), which stretches 500 metres along the banks of the Tiber and
which will gradually disappear over time. The mural depicts some of the city’s major episodes: its
fratricidal founding myth, destructive emperors, years of terrorist attacks in the 1970s and the arrival of
immigrants and refugees in recent years. Kentridge was a guest at the American Academy on the
Gianicolo hill, one of the institutions – along with the Swiss Institute and British, French, German and
Spanish academies – that play a crucial role in bringing international artists to town. Through various
residency schemes, these artists are provided with extraordinary places to research, work and converse
with other academicians. But one negative aspect of these comfortable breaks, which are frequently
hosted in the opulent villas overlooking the city centre, is that visiting artists are removed from the
artistic life of the city.

Jonathan Baldock works (all 2016) in ‘Conversations Pieces | Part 3’, Fondazione Memmo, Rome,
2016–17. Courtesy: Fondazione Memmo, Rome; photograph: Daniele Molajoli

There are, however, some institutional bridges between Rome’s academies and the people who live and
work in the city. For example, Fondazione Memmo, a private foundation that opened four years ago,
organizes an annual group show with artists from these schools. The third of these, ‘Conversation Piece
| Part 3’, on view until 2 April, brings together former British Academy resident Jonathan Baldock;
Italian Piero Golia, who lives in Los Angeles (his partner is a current American Academy resident);
Magali Reus, a Dutch fellow of the American Academy; and Claudia Weiser, currently at the German
Academy’s Villa Massimo. The artists were asked to think about the agency of objects and the result is
a frenzied dialogue between artworks. Those by Weiser and Baldock (suggestive of Roman antiquities)
are especially frantic, reflecting upon the complexities of objects caught between a glorious past and a
hectic present.
Such activities highlight the importance of private foundations in an exhibition environment that lacks
the state support available in other major European capitals. Fondazione Giuliani (established 2010),
Fondazione Nomas (2008) and Spazio Indipendenza (2012) all offer exhibitions and residencies that
are unheard of by most Romans but better known abroad. Indipendenza’s current exhibition, for
example, features Brazilian painter Lucas Arruda, who has produced delicate abstract works that
inhabit the domestic spaces of the foundation. It is Arruda’s first solo show in Italy.
While the Roman art scene has developed a particular ecology for visiting artists from overseas, often
with support from well-informed and well-travelled collectors, commercial galleries are shaping the
city in a different way. The Irish gallerist Lorcan O’Neill opened one of the first international
commercial spaces in Rome in 2003, with a programme of both British and established Italians, such as
Enrico Castellani and Luigi Ontani. Currently on view is a solo show by the young Roman painter
Gianni Politi, running until 4 February.
In 2007, Larry Gagosian opened his seventh gallery worldwide in a former bank building on Via
Francesco Crispi, near the Spanish steps. More recently, in 2015, fellow New Yorker Gavin Brown
decided to turn an 8th-century church, Sant’Andrea de Scaphis in the Trastevere neighbourhood, into
his third, fourth or fifth space, depending on how you’re counting. (In the early 2000s, Brown ran a
gallery in Rome called Roma Roma Roma with fellow dealers Franco Noero and Toby Webster.) The
young Glaswegian James Gardner opened Frutta at the beginning of 2012, the Belgian Marie-Laure

Fleisch opened a gallery in Rome (in 2009), prior to opening in Brussels (in 2016); and, since
organizing exhibitions at Lira Gallery, beginning in 2015, Viennese Emanuel Layr has opened his own
space in the city with his current show ‘The Year of the Monkey’ (until 23 March). These international
galleries supplement those that have been operating in the city for some time, like the Neapolitan T293,
and Galleria Sales, Monitor and Magazzino – who are showing Elisabetta Benassi, an artist committed
to work in her city, until 28 February.
For permanent residents, however, studio spaces are typically found in those same neighbourhoods that
are depicted by Neorealismofilmmakers, along the Casilina and Portonaccio roads: areas that spread
outside the ancient Roman walls in the 1950s. Due to the lack of good art schools in the city, Italian
artists tend to either be self-taught or, train under another more experienced artist, much like an
apprentice – a relationship that can dictate the course of an emerging artist’s career. The Pastificio
Cerere, an ex-pasta factory, has been converted into studios spaces and is the setting for many of these
intergenerational exchanges while also running exhibitions and events.
There was a time when Roman artists were well represented in the main commercial galleries and
museums. The collection of the recently refurbished Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Moderna (GNAM)
reflects this period, with important acquisitions made under the directorship, from 1942–75, of the
energetic Palma Bucarelli. At the time, foreigners participated in the artistic life of the city, exhibiting
with local galleries and alongside local artists: most famously, Cy Twombly visited, and later moved to
Rome in 1957. Support for local Roman and Italian artists has waned since those days. The difference
now is that museums feel pressured to show international artists who often have little relationship with
the city but might attract bigger audiences. There are other institutions in Rome that could champion
local and Italian art: the city council-run Museum of Contemporary Art of Rome (MACRO) and the
Museum of the Arts of the XXI Century (MAXXI). But rather than diversifying their mission, these
institutions compete for the limited funds available and have fragmented collections and tangled
exhibition programmes.
These are strange times for a city that has grown accustomed to selling itself to a global audience.
Locals will tell you how they remember a Rome that was different to the one driven by the pleasures of
foreign tourists. Similarly, it is worth remembering how quickly the international interests of private
investment and philanthropy, combined with a limited arts educational system and fragmented public
arts policy, have left Italian artists at the gates. The irony, of course, is that those born in a capital city
that is synonymous with art’s imperial internationalism have, in an era of globalized capital, been
rendered strangers to their domestic arts scene. Little wonder that so many now send postcards from
New York, Paris, London, Berlin or elsewhere – places where they can find support and opportunities.
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Marcelle Joseph Interviews Artist
Jonathan Baldock

“There’s no place like home, there’s no place like home, there’s no place like home…”
Suddenly, images flash through your mind of a baby blue gingham-bedecked Dorothy
clicking the heels of her red sequined shoes. The artwork of British artist Jonathan
Baldock is equally transportative.
Baldock blurs the line between art and theatre with his cast of enigmatic characters –
typically meticulously crafted, soft, pastel pink sculptural assemblages that focus on the
human form with an unsettling sense of humour. Employing crafts traditionally
associated with the domestic sphere, such as home felting, basket weaving, candle
making, appliqué, ceramics and stitching, Baldock’s multidisciplinary practice
incorporates painting, sculpture, performance and playful installations, finding inspiration

in the enchanted realms of mythology, masks, tribal rituals and folkloristic traditions.
Like Dorothy’s ruby slippers, Baldock’s work has a performative element that
encourages its audience to engage with it. For There’s No Place Like Home at CGP
London (on until 30 July 2017), Baldock’s largest and first solo exhibition in a public
institution in London, the artist, referencing the 1939 musical The Wizard of Oz, creates a
symphony of surreal sculptures that play with scale, horror and marvel bordering on the
grotesque. Baldock’s work can also be seen in Hull (at the Hull Maritime Museum until
2nd July 2017 as part of its UK City of Culture programme throughout 2017) and in
Blackpool (at the Grundy Art Gallery as part of a collaborative touring exhibition in three
parts with fellow artist Emma Hart until 12th July).
On the occasion of Baldock’s solo show spread over the two spaces of CGP London in
Southwark Park, including Dilston Grove, the cavernous historic church that was one of
the first concrete buildings of its size in Britain, Marcelle Joseph talks to Baldock about
his theatrical sculptural practice and the new cast of characters he was commissioned to
make for There’s No Place Like Home.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Congratulations on your latest solo exhibition at CGP! Working in such an iconic
and monumental building as Dilston Grove and covering two separate locales, how
did you approach this show? What came first? The form or scale of the sculptures?
The materials? The reference to The Wizard of Oz?
CGP commissioned me to make new works for their Dilston Grove (church) space. As
you say, it is such an iconic space and could be viewed as an artwork in its own right! It
is long, narrow and very high and so not an easy space to show in. I felt the work had to
be made in response to these factors so I always knew that I wanted the work to utilise
the height. From here, the idea of hanging works from the beams above evolved. This
adds to the already very theatrical nature of the space – not just a church but a stage.
For me, showing in a church made it impossible not to think of mortality. The exhibition
came about during a time when I was thinking a lot about the vulnerability and weakness
of the human body. Of the shortness of life… I felt the need to oppose this and to make
monuments to celebrate its strength and wonder. I started thinking about the church as a
body and the sculptures within as fragmented body parts – kind of votives made
monstrous. The Wizard of Oz connection quickly succeeded these ideas, and – firstly the
idea of the homemade within the works, the significance of home to people today, but
also that Oz is the home of all the unusual characters. Ozma is more interested in the
unusual ones than the ordinary ones.

	
  

Your work is fascinated with the human body and its many orifices. For this show,
the viewer encounters a human-scale votive candle adorned with waxen ears, a
wicker chain that morphs into a human spine, chandeliers shaped like breasts hung
from the ceiling and a sandy table in the form of an eye. Is your use of the body and
its many parts a way of demanding that your sculptures perform for their
audience?
Absolutely – I see these sculptures as very performative. Not just in their references to
the body and their energy but also in the fact that they are often activated in performance
by live performers. These interactions often leave the performer heavily costumed and
seem less alive than the sculptures, and I love that!

	
  
	
  

Carrying on with the corporeal theme, do the bodily orifices depicted in your work
have a sinister, sexual or violent side to them as well?
I enjoy the fact that orifices (particularly the word) often have sexual connotations, which
in turn could be sexual or violent. For me, however, the orifice becomes a metaphorical
portal to pass from one space to another. The doorway from the outer world to the
internal world, the physical to spiritual. Orifices on the body are mouths, ears, noses and
eyes and not just the anus, urinary meatus, vagina and nipples – which I guess carry more
sexual connotations. I think these two aspects can easily run parallel as they do in life. It
is the dark and light aspect of the world we live in… or does that make it sound too much
like some life coach/guru??

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Your work, idolising design, pattern and decoration and often imbued with a hint of
the ‘dressing up box’, is laboriously made by the human body, using craft
techniques associated with feminised labour. How did your interest in these
domestic skills initially come about and how much of it is bound up in your own
autobiography?
I learnt to sew from my nan. She sometimes looked after me when my mum was at work
and being an older nan meant that she took care of me in front of the TV and showed me
how to knit and sew – I loved it! Later it was my mum who passed on her sewing skills –
the basic blanket stitch which is a bit of a staple within my work was taught by her. I’ve
always said my childhood role models were three women: my nan, my mum and my
sister. And I see them entwined in the work that I make. I believe these mediums have an
honesty and integrity to them and are incredibly empowering. Being able to make work
and construct work by hand – especially in the early days was incredibly important to me.
Today, I am lucky enough to incorporate elements that I do make myself and I think the
work is all the stronger for it.

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Let’s talk about your palette. Is it pastel pink, sickly pink, candy-coloured pink or
flesh pink? Is colour integral to your work and on the flip side, is colour an
important tool for the viewer to translate or decode your work?
Firstly, it is flesh pink but I like that it is also all of those other pinks. I love that it is one
colour that has so many associations. Pink also has associations with childlike innocence
so it becomes another tool with which I bring together opposing forces and I subvert and
distort its reading with uncanny or darker elements

	
  

For this show, you will animate your new work with performances by Vancouver’s
Kokoro Dance Company who will interact with your new commissions in Dilston
Grove in bespoke, sculptural costumes. This is not the first time you have worked
with performance artists and have made costumes for them. How did this
collaboration come about with this Japanese butoh dance company and why the
fascination with adorning the live human body in relation to your sculptural
installations?
I was first introduced to Jay Hirabayashi and Barbara Bourget of Kokoro Dance through
the curator of a show I had in Vancouver – Tobin Gibson in 2014. Tobin had organised
for them to perform within my show, wear some sculptural costumes I had on display and
activate some of the objects. We hit it off immediately and both expressed a keen interest
in working together in the future. In 2015, they invited me to design the set and costumes
for their piece ‘The Book of Love’. Inviting them to come to the UK has long been a
dream of mine and I’m very happy they have agreed to it. I had no prior experience of
Butoh dance before working with them but I think what they do is incredibly powerful
and a wonderful antidote to a lot of performance at the moment in contemporary art
which seems to be focused on the young, bodies, complacency and posing.
Credits
Images 1-3 and 6: Jonathan Baldock, installation shot of “There’s No Place Like Home”
at CGP London (Dilston Grove), 2017, Photo: Damian Griffiths
Images 4-5: Jonathan Baldock, installation shot of “There’s No Place Like Home” at
CGP London (The Gallery), 2017, Photo: Damian Griffiths.

Image 7: Jonathan Baldock, installation shot of “Love Life: Act II” at The Grundy,
Blackpool (collaborative exhibition by Jonathan Baldock and Emma Hart), 2017, Photo:
Ian Brown.
Image 8: Jonathan Baldock, installation shot of “Toilers of the Sea” at Hull Maritime
Museum, Hull (collaborative exhibition by Jonathan Baldock and Ian J Brown), 2017,
Photo: Ian Brown.
	
  

	
  
Links
Jonathan Baldock: There’s No Place Like Home, CGP London (15 June – 30 July 2017):
http://cgplondon.org/jonathan-baldock/
Artist’s website: http://jonathan-baldock.com
Offshore: artists explore the sea, Hull Maritime Museum, Hull (1 April – 2 July 2017):
http://invisibledust.com/project/offshore-artists-explore-the-sea/
Love Life: Act 2 (two person touring show with Emma Hart), The Grundy Art Gallery,
Blackpool (17 June – 12 August 2017):
https://www.grundyartgallery.com/programme/forthcoming/
Belmacz Gallery, London: http://www.belmacz.com/artists/baldock_jonathan
Nicelle Beauchene, New York: http://nicellebeauchene.com/artists/jonathan-baldock/

	
  

About the Artist
Jonathan Baldock (b. 1980, Pembury, UK) graduated from The Royal College of Art in
2005. He has exhibited internationally, recent shows include: Offshore: Artists Explore
the Sea, Hull Maritime Museum; SPACE Gallery, London; Love Life: Acts 1,2 & 3
(touring show with Emma Hart), Peer Gallery, London, The Grundy, Blackpool and De
La Warr Pavilion (forthcoming); Conversation Piece/ Part 3, Fondazione Memmo,
Rome; Baldock, Pope, Zahle, Northern Gallery of Contemporary Arts (NGCA),
Sunderland; Notes from the Orifice, VITRINE Gallery, London (UK); The Soft Machine,
Chapter Gallery, Cardiff; Hot Spots, The Apartment, Vancouver; A Strange Mix Between
a Butcher’s Shop and a Nightclub, Wysing Arts Centre, Cambridge. He has received
international awards and residencies, including: Kunstlerhaus Schloss Balmoral
Residency (2015), Abbey Fellowship, British School in Rome, Italy (2013); Residency –
The Forest, Wysing Art Centre Cambridge, UK (2012); and Skowhegan, School of
Painting and Sculpture Residency, Maine, USA (2007). Jonathan Baldock is represented
by Belmacz, London and Nicelle Beauchene, New York.
	
  

LOVE LIFE: ACT II at Grundy Art
Gallery
Sara Jaspan, Exhibitions Editor
Posted 22 Jun 2017

Emma Hart and Jonathan Baldock, LOVE LIFE ACT II, image courtesy of Ian Brown

LOVE LIFE: ACT II at Grundy Art Gallery, 17 June–12 August 2017, free
entry - Visit now
Though its donkeys are now fitted with contactless payment saddles and the
Amusements Arcades resonate with electronic flashing lights and sounds,
Blackpool remains forever connected with the iconic Victorian seaside resort
it once was. Making the northern town a particularly apt setting for LOVE
LIFE: ACT II – the second stage of Jonathan Baldock and Emma Hart’s

evolving exhibition that radically re-imagines the traditional beachside
attraction, Punch and Judy, in three ‘acts’.
Following ACT I at PEER gallery in London, LOVE LIFE’s latest
manifestation at the Grundy continues to focus upon the dark humour and
violence at the heart of the popular children’s show. Transforming the
gallery’s Edwardian rooms into a network of ‘interiors’, the artists explore
the psychological landscape of the puppet booth in life-size form. Based
upon the ‘room sets’ of Ideal Home exhibitions, each interior offers a wry
inversion of the conventional signifiers of domestic bliss. A washing
machine spews its blood-red contents onto the floor; a stove heats dishes
containing human faces; a string of sausages spell out the threatening words
‘YOUR BACK’; and a pair of tired, aching breasts sag against the makeshift
wall. Are these the traces of the abusive love life shared between Punch and
his wife, often taken out upon Baby?
Drawing upon Blackpool’s history, the exhibition also features a special
display of vintage Punch and Judy puppets on loan from the town’s
extensive collections, and a giant illuminated thumb which the artists
commissioned Blackpool Council’s Illuminations Department to create. The
sculpture is based on the phrase ‘under the thumb’ which refers to the old
Common Law granting a husband the ‘right’ to beat his disobedient wife
with a stick no wider than his thumb. In the background plays the
melodramatic strains of Baldock and Hart’s adaptation of John and
Marsha (1951); the comedian and puppeteer Stan Freberg’s cult parody of
soap opera dialogue. While a repeated eye motif introduces a 21st century
twist upon the exhibition’s themes, perhaps referencing the growing
infringement of ‘Big Brother’ style government surveillance upon the
privacy of the home.
As the Blackpool rendition of LOVE LIFE pushes the show’s original
concerns to an even darker place, it will be interesting to see how its final
act plays out at De La Warr Pavilion in Bexhill-on-sea, where the exhibition
travels to in October.
LOVE LIFE: ACT II at Grundy Art Gallery
17 June–12 August 2017
Free entry

She Said Boom: The London Art World Has a Feminist
Moment
On Milly Thompson, Emma Hart and Jonathan Baldock, Tala Madani, Helen Marten, Caragh
Thuring, Leah Capaldi, Simon Fujiwara, ‘Feminist Avant-Garde of the 1970s,’ and the Guerrilla
Girls

JUNE 11, 2017
BY JENNIFER THATCHER
Here she reminded us how rare it is for
women of a certain age to be shown as
sexual beings, unembarrassed by, even
flaunting, no-longer-youthful bodies.

Milly Thompson, Nor playing the flute, 2015, oil and acrylic
on board, 20″ x 24″. Westminster Waste.
DAMIAN GRIFFITHS, 2016/COURTESY THE ARTIST

A topless woman suns herself on a beach,
eyes closed. She has an A-list body, slim
and toned. Yet her sagging jowls, the deep
brackets around her mouth, and the gray in
her bobbed hair give her away as middleaged. Elsewhere, a pretty, bikini-clad
woman plays a flute on what may be the
same beach; like the first woman, she is
shapely, but her limbs and belly are swirled
with cellulite and wrinkles. Her openedlegged pose is seductive, but who is she
trying to seduce? “Cougar,” the title of
Milly Thompson’s solo painting exhibition
at Westminster Waste, is slang for a
sexually aggressive older woman. If this
term is usually used derogatively, Thompson
reclaimed it with these canvases. The artist
has long been interested in women’s desire
as represented in fashion and advertising.

Thompson, a member of the puckish 1990s
London artist collective BANK, is never
entirely po-faced. The exhibition was
accompanied by a manifesto, “I Choose
Painting,” in which Thompson recuses
herself from the dialectics of feminism: “In
an era of the female artist and her powerful
texts, articles, lectures, performance,
memes, installation, videos, and internet
stuff I choose painting.” While she admires
well-reasoned arguments, she herself can’t
stop “thinking about bananas and melons.”
Her mind wanders to romantic literary
heroines, their longing, their repression.
Thompson “guiltily seeks pleasure,” even if
that means accepting the “hegemony of male
materials.” In its day, BANK struck out
repeatedly at the art world’s hypocrisy and
kowtowing to money and power. Here,
Thompson cautions us to look beyond
rhetoric to what is still at stake: a woman
artist’s right to decide the manner and means
of her own representation.

	
  Thompson’s provocations were well-timed:
The London art world was having a feminist
moment last fall. Exhibit A was Emma Hart,
winner of the 2016 Max Mara Art Prize for
Women. There is a love of awkwardness
peculiar to the British, none more so than

Hart, whose ceramics and videos explore
feelings of inadequacy and social
humiliation. For their exhibition at the
nonprofit PEER gallery, she collaborated
with fellow artist Jonathan Baldock to create
“Love Life: Act 1,” inspired by Punch and
Judy—a traditional puppet show featuring a
quarrelsome couple.
“Love Life” expanded on Punch and Judy’s
tense domestic relationship, imagining them
as new parents. The floor of the first gallery
was lined with Hart’s installation Here We
Go Again (all works 2016): pairs of black
ceramic feet stuffed inside black socks,
contorted to look like a chorus of nagging
mouths. A giant baby (Baldock’s A Guiding
Hand) in a baby walker loomed at the center
of the room; a video monitor installed in its
head showed a single human eye, red with
conjunctivitis. Unwisely left to its own
devices, the baby was smoking a cigarette.
Hart’s Boohoo Boob Tube—an oversize pair
of squeezed-out toothpaste or paint tubes
ending in raw, red nipples—emphasized the
physical and emotional stresses of
motherhood. Elsewhere, Baldock’s
anthropomorphic cooking pots and pile of
washing ruined by a rogue red sock
continued the theme of domestic drudgery.
A hi-fi played a spoken-word duet by Hart
and Baldock: a back-and-forth repetition of
each other’s first names. The effect was
tragicomic rather than romantic or sexy—
Serge Gainsbourg and Jane Birkin’s “Je
t’aime,” it was not.
A darker humor pervaded “Shitty Disco,”
Tala Madani’s solo exhibition at Pilar
Corrias. Like her works of the last few
years, Madani’s latest paintings depict a
nocturnal world in which nude, or nearly
nude, bald men play out sexual and
scatological rituals. In many of these
canvases, arseholes and penises become
sources of illumination and cinematic
projections: Chandelier (all works 2016)
depicts a man hanging from the ceiling,
projecting light from his bum, while in the
Freudian-sounding Ding Dong Dream, an

erect penis beams out the image of a smiling
baby into a dark void. Men blind each other
with flashlights; vomit rainbow-colored
liquids; and create fantastic fireworks shows
out of their own semen. Their
stereotypically male aggression and
childishness is alternately horrifying and
bathetic—but is also, perhaps, a metaphor
for the artist’s own creative process.
As was the case last year, three of the four
2016 Turner Prize nominees were women:
Anthea Hamilton, Helen Marten, and
Josephine Pryde. With an installation
dominated by a giant pair of buttocks,
Hamilton was the bookies’ favorite at 2 to 1.
Perhaps this country needed some bawdy
humor after the Brexit shock. However, with
the longest odds of 4 to 1, Helen Marten
won the day. Her installations are admittedly
not easy to grasp on first viewing, with little
obvious logic holding their disparate
elements together. But give them time, and
the inventiveness with which Marten has
turned an encyclopedic range of found
materials—from the man-made (cotton
balls, ball bearings) to the natural (coffee
beans, leaves)—into compelling ecosystems
emerges.
Marten’s work is a clear antidote to
Instagram culture. It is hard to do justice to
her installations in photographs; zooming in
to capture details means leaving the rest of
the work out of the picture, cutting short a
continuous chain of associations. (Marten
was also the subject of a solo exhibition at
Serpentine’s Sackler Gallery, for which
she created a long ribbon of white aluminum
that roller-coastered through the Sackler’s
corridors and bare-brick rooms. As it led the
viewer from one work to another, it also
made the Serpentine’s “problematic
space”—in Marten’s words—her own.)
Caragh Thuring—based, like Marten, in
London—commissions artisans from
Suffolk and Belgium to produce woven
canvases onto which she then adds paint or
other pigments. The woven patterns are in

fact recycled images from past works, and
include patterns resembling tartan checks or
brickwork, as well as brushstrokes and
handwriting. At Thomas Dane Gallery,
Thuring’s new series of paintings had a
naval theme, with submarines being a
favorite subject. In one, a tiny group of
black-silhouetted sailors stand precariously
on the top of a whale-like submarine. Under
cover of darkness, they are up to no good—a
child is being dragged by the hair, a man is
being hoisted up against his will by two
others. The titles of some of the works are
taken from naval vernacular for
submariners, The Silent Service, Sundodger,
and Bubblehead, for example. Others, like
Mothership, Jolly Rodger, and Enlisted
Wives Club, hint at gender divisions. When
female figures appear in the paintings, they
do so in the woven background; a recurring
image is that of two women standing hipshot
next to one another. In one such image, one
of the women holds a scaled-down
submarine under her arm like a surfboard,
perhaps a reference to the recently lifted ban
on women serving on submarines in the
Royal and U.S. Navies.
Leah Capaldi has also turned her attention
to all-male cultures, in her case one she
encountered in the American West. At
Matt’s Gallery’s smart temporary space in
Bermondsey (the gallery will move to a new
development in Battersea next year), was
her film installation called Lay Down, in
which for 21 minutes we watch a real-life
cowboy coax his horse into lying down. A
dual screen offers two perspectives from
which to view this strange and tense ritual.
As a viewer, there is an ambiguity about
whether to admire the skill of this horsewhisperer (the great grandson of a sheriff of
the old Wild West); or rather to feel pity for
the horse, who, clearly nervous, is being
mastered against her will, despite the lay
down’s supposed restorative and relaxing
effect. Throughout this operation, the
horse’s tension is increased by the presence
of the camera, and the viewer’s unease by
the presence of a live male performer in the

space, whose arm, and then legs protrude,
motionless, through holes in the screen.
Capaldi went to America’s deserts to
explore the effects of those hostile
landscapes on their residents. She came back
to London with a film about different kinds
of frontiers, those between different species
and different genders.
Not all the feminist art on view in the city
was by women. The Photographers’
Gallery presented Joanne, a newly
commissioned film by Simon Fujiwara. A
portrait of Fujiwara’s secondary school art
teacher, Joanne Salley, who was fired after
students found and circulated photographs
of her topless, the film showcases Salley’s
diverse roles and identities, albeit through
clichéd shots of her modeling and working
out, as well as through teary scenes in which
she discusses her difficult childhood and the
loss of her teaching job. But any certainty
about who she might really be is
destabilized by sequences in which she
discusses the storyboarding of the film, as
well as by the appearance of a brand
consultant, who advises on the remaking of
Joanne’s public image. Fujiwara’s film was
paired with the exhibition “Feminist AvantGarde of the 1970s: Works from the
Verbund Collection,” featuring artists like
Marcella Campagnano, Alexis Hunter, Suzy
Lake, Cindy Sherman, and Martha Wilson—
all of whom started making art about
identity 40 years ago.
In 1986 the Guerrilla Girls, the American
feminist art group that publicizes women
artists’ lack of representation in galleries and
museums, produced a poster that grimly
stated, “It’s even worse in Europe.” This
past October, 30 years later, they opened an
exhibition at Whitechapel Art Gallery that
asked: Is it even worse in Europe? and had
on view the results of their recent research.
These days, it’s probably a toss-up between
how badly civil rights are faring in Europe
(or post-Brexit England) and the U.S. In a
post-truth era, myth takes precedence over
fact. We can select our news sources to tell

us what we want to hear, and exclude those
that don’t share our beliefs. Online
anonymity gives cover to intolerance,
reversing decades of antidiscrimination
lobbying. These developments give added
political resonance to those women artists
who occupy spaces, cultures, and even states
of mind from which they have historically
been, and continue to be, excluded. The
wonky, rickety art in these London
exhibitions asks women to resist what is
soothing—the “lay down”—and instead be

	
  

in an active relationship with their
surroundings, pay close attention to systems
and structures, and remain alert to how
others may seek to define them.

Review: At NADA Art Fair, Collecting for
Pleasure, Not Status
By ROBERTA SMITH

MAY 14, 2015

Works at the Ltd Los Angeles display at the New Art Dealers Alliance fair. Linda Rosier for The New
York Times

If you like your art fairs of manageable size and relaxed mood, as well as free, with a
more-than-respectable level of quality, the fair of the New Art Dealers Alliance, or
NADA, is for you. Especially if you don’t have, oh, $179 million, give or take several
zeros, to toss around. And also if you thrill to the idea of simply taking art home in a
large shopping bag and starting to live with it immediately.
The latest iteration of New York’s NADA fair, is a place for, shall we say, lessestablished artists, galleries and nonprofit organizations. More important, it is a
training ground for something the art world sorely needs: people who collect art the
old-fashioned way.
It’s a pretty basic formula. Without access to art advisers, private curators or
spreadsheets, old-style collectors follow their eyes, not the herd, seeking things that
are maybe overlooked and undervalued. They find dealers they trust and listen to as
a way of learning to hear their own reactions.

Real collecting begins in lust: I have to have this, live with this, learn from this,
figure out how to pay for this. It cannot be about investment or status. Like making
art, writing about it or organizing its public display (in galleries or in museums),
collecting is a form of personal expression. It is, in other words, a way to know
yourself, and to participate in and contribute to creativity, which is essential to
human life on earth.
As usual, NADA is a mine of grass-roots creativity displayed in close quarters. Its
103 exhibitors — up from 65 in 2012, its first year — hail from as far as Australia and
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. Nearly a third of them are newcomers, inhabiting
stands that generally come in three sizes — small, smaller and closet (six feet by six
feet). See the cluster of 20 paintings by Patrick Berran at Chapter NY.
Of course, there is more worthy art here than can be done justice in a short review.
The fair’s art thrives mostly in two dimensions — in painting, collage and
photography. Among the tiniest are the exacting geometric Polaroids of Corey
Escoto at Regina Rex. There are several episodes of ceramics, none as all-out as
the new (and different) work of Nicole Cherubini at Samson Projects.
Painting continues to absorb energy from all sorts of pictorial and stylistic sources.
The disparaged subcategory of “zombie abstraction” persists, usually used as a
springboard to greater complexity. Ltd Los Angeles, near the fair’s entrance,
features several practitioners, the most interesting being Leif Ritchey, who excels at
pale, manipulated pours and textures.
But figurative painting is diverse and rampant, as confirmed at Ltd Los Angeles by
the big, swirling works that Gerald Davis, previously known for small, weird
drawings, has developed (out of late Pollock?), and the rude, cartoony pseudoExpressionist paintings, thick and thin of paint, by Alex Becerra and Radamés
Figueroa, known as Juni. The neon sculptures of James O. Clark are also here; they
draw on Minimalism, as do anodized titanium paintings and a mesmerizing kinetic
sculpture by Nathaniel de Large at 247365.

A work by Thomas Lawson, at the Klaus von
Nichtssagend Gallery.CreditLinda Rosier for The New
York Times

At Klaus von Nichtssagend, more or less representational paintings by Benjamin
Butler and Holly Coulis stand out. Thomas Lawson, making work that’s much more
robust than what he did as a Pictures Generation artist in the 1980s, contributes two
ham-handed canvases dominated by blond beehive hairdos that could almost be
outsider art, and a more photo-based work derivative of David Salle.
Proyectos Ultravioleta from Guatemala City has painted its walls burned yellow
and devoted them to the bright lapidarian collages of Elisabeth Wild, an artist born
in Vienna in 1922.
NADA offers a rare opportunity to see Essex Flowers, usually found in the
basement of a flower shop of the same name on the Lower East Side, operating
briefly above ground, covering three narrow walls with three large photograms
by Tatiana Kronberg. At Callicoon Fine Arts, you can see the latest puzzlelike
paintings (both red) ofSadie Benning and a rare two-part (floor and wall) textile
painting by Ulrike Müller. At Jeff Bailey, Martin McMurray’s book sculptures have
hilarious titles, including “Sneering Wagnerian Leftovers,” from “Pukwidge” in
2010.

A piece by Vaginal Davis at Rod Bianco. CreditLinda Rosier for The New York Times

Quite a bit of energy is provided by newcomer galleries and artists. At Formato
Comodo from Madrid, Teresa Solar Abboud, Guillermo Moro and Miquel Mont
offer contrasting notions of assemblage. AtRod Bianco, from Oslo, the
irrepressible Vaginal Davis meditates in several mediums on prostitution.
In the aisle farthest from the show’s entrance, Klowden Mann, from the Los
Angeles area, introduces the varied pictorial pursuits of the immensely

talented Katie Herzog, including small paintings of a public library that were made
under the influence of different drugs.Vitrine from London provides New York’s
first look at the hugely gifted Jonathan Baldock, who can apparently do just about
anything with felt. The Eric Firestone Gallery from East Hampton, N.Y., has
dedicated its space to Misaki Kawai’s boisterously bright paintings, complete with
matching furniture.
Also in this last aisle, don’t miss Lucky DeBellevue’s quiet extravaganza of painting
and related works (including pillows) at Kai Matsumiya; Siebren Versteeg’s
digital paintings (and a terrific video) at Bitforms; and in between, at Johannes
Vogt, the precise juxtapositions of words, shapes and shadows in the paintings
of Josh Reames, whose work has hung in the space with black plastic pasted with
stickers in the shape of golden bullet holes.
NADA New York 2015 runs through Sunday at Basketball City, 299 South Street, Lower East Side;
212-594-0883, newartdealers.org

Seductive Spaces
Four new art talents expand
expectations of installation.
WORDS KATE NEAVE
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Jonathan Baldock creates installations with the mindset of a
painter. Designing tableau-style compositions, he wants us to feel
like we can step inside the picture frame. Having entered into his
surreal landscape, he draws our eye to clusters of small sculptural
constellations that are not quite what they seem. Objects that resemble
archeological tools are in fact impractical and absurd. Strange
handmade objects are everywhere, made from felt, sourdough and
polystyrene. Filtering an interest in ancient artifacts, ritualism and
tribal costumes, Baldock knits, sews, kneads and glues an imagined
contemporary primitivism.
“I think the concept of craftsmanship and the ‘handmade’ has never
been more relevant than it is today,” he says. “For too long, ideas
associated with craft have been dismissed as sentimental and nostalgic.
I believe in the power of making things, and the bringing together
of head and hand.” Baldock quotes Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s treatise

on education, Émile, by way of explanation: “If, instead of making a
child stick to his books, I employ him in a workshop, his hands work
to the advantage of his intellect, he becomes a philosopher while he
thinks he is simply becoming an artisan.”
It is Baldock’s talent for engaging the mind that makes his work
so compelling. Handmade objects litter the ground like the cultural
artifacts of a fantastical lost population. They invite us to imagine
our own narrative. His sculptures become characters in stories drawn
from our own thoughts.

A strange cross between a butchers shop, and a nightclub, 2013.
Installation shots, Wysing Arts Centre, Cambridge. Photos: Plastique Photography
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Jonathan Baldock’s SOFT MACHINE
Dan Tucker

Walking through The Soft Machine is more of a journey into the
mind than a journey through a gallery. The exhibition functions as a
single work of art, which loosely follows the narrative of the novel
of the same name by William S. Burroughs. The title itself is a
reference to Burroughs' view of the human form as simultaneously
(and perhaps paradoxically) part natural and part artificial, and this
is poignantly expressed by the sculpted forms throughout the
exhibition. Baldock uses these natural materials to create distinctly
unnatural forms, which he uses to begin an intriguing discussion
about perceptions of our bodies.
The primary textures selected by Baldock are natural fibres, such as
cotton and wool, threaded with oversized needles that function as a
nod to Burroughs' morphine addiction. Wood, carved and glazed to
represent faecal matter, squats brazenly in a corner. A glass ball in
the centre of a pile of red sand evokes a bloodshot eye. Baldock's
ability to utilise natural forms to invoke surreal imagery is nothing
short of masterful. But it is the childish, joyful colour choices of
Baldock that most intrigued me. The palette is incredibly rich,
comprised primarily of vibrant yellows and oranges, clashing boldly
with deep blues and browns. Colours are presented typically in
block or patchwork form, adding to the childlike quality of the
sculptures. The individual sculptures themselves are somewhat
reminiscent of M. C. Escher's paradoxical architecture; individual
aspects of Baldock's sculptures depict parts of the human body in a
realistic and insightful way, but when seen as part of a larger
whole, they only serve to confuse and disorientate the viewer. One
can clearly see a nose, and then try to force oneself to see a face
where a face simply does not exist. A human form looms imposingly

in the corner of the eye, but upon facing the sculpture, it is merely
a fuzzy, woollen caricature of a person's silhouette, with too many
limbs and no facial features.
It is their near-human form that is the most unsettling thing about
the exhibition. Whilst not invoking any real, personal sense of
horror, the human-esque forms that Baldock creates certainly have
a nightmarish quality. Despite the fact that the gallery itself is
actually a relatively open, well-lit space, it nonetheless felt
claustrophobic.
The
ability
of
these
inanimate
objects
to
communicate is likely due to their respective proximity to each
other, which certainly makes one highly apprehensive when moving
through the exhibition, being careful not to step on or bump into
any of the pieces. This newfound self-awareness of one's body as a
physical object - the space that it occupies, and how it interacts
with its environment - entrenches and reaffirms Baldock's notion of
the human form as a Soft Machine. It reminds me of the humorous
notion of the brain as the overprotective owner of a meaty vehicle.
The Soft Machine also contains a set of cumbersome, oversized
costumes with cartoon-like faces woven into the fabric. The first
parallel I drew was how Baldock's use of artificial media to convey
natural forms mirrors the way in which humans use fabric and
clothing to convey their personality. But there is also a deeper
artistic meaning here; a homage to Oskar Schlemmer's 1922
Triadisches Ballet, in which the designer created costumes that
enlarged and emphasised aspects of the body in an attempt to
transcend
the
traditional
human
form.
The
costumes
are
deliberately difficult to wear, which Baldock uses to represent the
fact that, at some point, everyone feels uneasy in their own skin.
But the piece most closely linked to the theme of transcendence is
that of a large blue felt cuboid held aloft by four brightly-coloured
wooden stilts. It stands imposingly at the entrance to the third and
final room, which represents the final chapter of The Soft Machine.
Resting gently atop the felt is a mass of cotton wool, crafted into a
stunningly realistic cloud formation. The placement of the cloud,
which is not easily visible due to its height, likely represents the
age-old, primordial desire for humans to reach the clouds.
Furthermore, its deliberate placement directly over the doorway is
clearly part of Baldock's repeated desire to force the viewer into
close proximity with the art; to engage with it whilst also reflecting
on our own bodies.
The ultimate effect of the exhibition is to serve as a challenge to
our experiences of our own bodies, how we represent them, and

how they interact with our environment. Baldock makes art appear
to be the most natural, instinctive way that our bodies can interact
with their environment. The result is captivating.
!

Jonathan Baldock
CHAPTER, CARDIFF, UK

'The Soft Machine', 2014, installation view

An inky scrawl, that just about reads ‘Z’, has been scratched across the book’s jacket in
one feverish motion: a hieroglyphic structure that calls to mind the bending shape of
Tatlin’s tower. This is the cover of the 1961 first edition of William Burroughs’sThe Soft
Machine. By 1966, the calligraphy had softened up, its forms curved as opposed to
jagged; and by the time John Calder published it in Britain in 1968, the mood was all-out
psychedelic. The changing covers of Burroughs’s novel reflect the flux state of its prose:
the first three editions of The Soft Machine differ widely in their cut-up formations. His
writing was in a constant state of assembly: as friends annotated dog-eared manuscripts;
as printers dictated the arbitrary order of Naked Lunch (1959); and as the spiralling
overspill from this abject book became the next three novels (The Soft Machine being the
first of The Nova or Cut-up Trilogy), the process of making this verbal material was as
frantic and bodily as how it felt to read it.

‘The Soft Machine’, 2014, installation view

Jonathan Baldock’s eponymous installation, currently showing at Chapter in Cardiff, is
similarly corporeal: a compartmentalization of bodily forms that gradually mutate from
one to the next. A patchwork of sculpture, costume and objects, it is one work, like
Burroughs’s ‘one’ novel, but it has been pieced together from a collage of cut-ups.
Baldock’s ‘The Soft Machine’ (2014) makes a nod to its literary namesake in form, as
seen in the stitched together fabric-fragments, but also in content. As Burroughs’s novel
traces a peripatetic journey through time and place, crisscrossing through Mexico,
Panama and the Mayan Empire, Baldock’s objects appear similarly archaeological, like
the ‘Mayan artifacts and codices’ that moved through the brain of the novel’s narrator
‘like animated cartoons’. Over and above narrative setting, however, it is the human body
– what Burroughs calls ‘soft night flesh’ – that thematically links both artists. In novel
and artwork, this material vessel is sculpted beyond recognition.

‘The Soft Machine’, 2014, installation view

The novel features a changing cast of ‘Crab men’ and ‘Cannibal Trog Women’, and
Baldock’s installation stars equally mad characters: the first one I meet is a stuffed, white
and headless tribesperson, with a tubular torso and reeds sticking out of its head like a
crown. It looks suspiciously like the cover illustration of the 1973 edition of the novel –
robbed from Dali’s Metamorphosis of Narcissus – with its witchy digits shooting out of
the ground, and egg balancing on top, giving birth to a daisy. Baldock’s felted metropolis
is just as anthropomorphic: a world apart, where humans have been splintered and
malformed, made into puppets of mythic fantasy. Many of these padded protagonists
have been stripped of any familiar features, so what we are left with are mere
suggestions, or extensions, of the human body: malleable and morphing, permeable
prosthetics.

‘The Soft Machine’, 2014, installation view

The environment is primal, with scatterings of mythic hand tools and woven masks
interspersed with the androgynous creatures that use them. In Burroughs’s novel, the
soft machine is a synonym for the human body invaded by synthetics and surveillance; in
Baldock’s artwork, the soft machine corresponds to the corporeal triggers on show, with
their intestinal pipes and organ-oblongs, and the materials from which they are made.
Reminiscent of Marvin Gaye Chetwynd’s Rabelaisian happenings and homespun
costumes, Baldock’s work is a soft and squidgy theatre-set for the uncensored. The word
‘soft’ invokes another meaning, however: one related to its source material and
compound sculptures. We are in a space of pliable semantics, where syntax and language
is multiple and hybrid. The ‘Soft Machine’ is fiction embodied; it is a space of
imagination, and licentious narrative, whereby Baldock’s stitched circles and gaping
orifices perform as thresholds into a storytelling space. It is not only Burroughs, nor
Baldock, that is penning this dream: the viewer too, has the power to reconnect the
pieces of the puzzle.

‘The Soft Machine’, 2014, installation view

Stepping into Baldock’s sculptural village, he or she is met with an eclectic bunch of
performers: a pair of elephantine habitants, downy and deflated, sit forlorn on the

gallery floor, while wall-hugging nipples are more expectant. Arranged as one vast
rainbow frieze, Baldock’s carnivalesque fantasy is close in spirit and structure to the
costumes and stage-sets of Picasso’s ballet,Parade (1917), where the human body was
carved into cubist mechanics. And in Baldock’s work, the human body is warped,
extended out of itself, into the space of sculpture: the space of fiction. From the phallic
spears strewn across the gallery floor, to vivisected stuffed arms, Baldock’s textile
talismans are things to be played with an on: invitations to rule-break. Coming face-toface with the inhabitants of the artist’s metropolis, the ‘carnival city’ of Burroughs’s
novel, feels like a metaphor for Baldock’s artwork, feverishly scrawled.
Alice Butler

Interview with Jonathan Baldock
The London-based artist talks about his new solo
show 'Notes from the Orifice' at VITRINE
October 08, 2014
Text by Molly Taylor

Jonathan Baldock’s work presents the human as a built thing – an object sewn,
stuffed and patch-worked together. His current show at VITRINE gallery in
London is named after an essay on William Burroughs, and the writer’s ideas on
escaping the body and language permeate the artist’s work. By taking the bodily
hole as its key motif, ‘Notes from the Orifice’ considers the points at which the
self tumbles into and entangles itself with the space that is in fact distinct from
the self. And in the show, this space forms itself as colourful, crafted works that
rely on the artist but from which he is crucially absent.
'Notes from the Orifice’ is the title of a 1985 essay by Robert Lydenberg on William
Burroughs’ Naked Lunch. Has this essay influenced your works, or did you notice
thematic connections after you’d made them?
It wasn’t the essay that particularly influenced the exhibition, but the title. I had
been reading Burroughs’ Naked Lunch – on which the essay was written – and
was really interested in Burroughs’ fascination with the relationship between the
physical body and mind, which is an ongoing investigation in my work. I had
already considered the thematic connections between Burroughs’ work and mine
in my previous solo at Chapter Gallery, Cardiiff, entitled ‘The Soft Machine’. As
the title of the show specifically quotes Burroughs’ essay title, I thought it only
right that I should credit him. Although living in the age of the Internet, we often
don’t know, or forget, the source of the information we absorb.
How does this exhibition at VITRINE relate to and expand upon your older work?
This show is a continuation from my solo show at Chapter Gallery; Cardiff,
entitled ‘The Soft Machine’ after the William Burroughs book. I aimed to draw a
link via the title but also wanted to continue to explore the idea of the viewer
stepping inside an artwork as an alternative reality. I am thinking about how an
exhibition can make the visitor an essential part of the artwork, by
choreographing their movements around the exhibition from their very first

encounter of the show. I begin with the window on the street outside; visitors
have to tiptoe or bend down to see the exhibition through the peepholes I have
created through a wall sculpture in the window. To make the interior world, I
chose light bright pastel colours that I hope will lull the viewer into a false sense
of calm and cosy familiarity, that is then subverted on closer inspection: all is not
quite as it seems.
I will also be continuing my ongoing collaboration with artist and choreographer
Florence Peake, whom I first worked with at Primary in Nottingham early this
year, with a performance in the gallery on October 16th.
Why do you think the orifice is particularly worthy of examination?
A few years ago I made a series of salt-dough busts in which things were
growing and sprouting from their noses, ears and mouths. Its been a recurring
motif in my work and one with which I have considered throughout. What is my
fascination with this part of the body? I sometimes wonder if it’s my complete
inability to articulate myself with words. The mouth is a vessel, which suppresses
expression rather than aids it. My mate Emma Hart did a show at Camden Arts
Centre last year that dealt a lot with mouths as the link between inside and
outside. It really resonated with me. We share a lot of concerns within our work,
and she's a great inspiration to me: one of my all time favourite artists. Next year
we're planning a big collaboration so watch this space.
I have been making these hollow sculptures for a few years now, after a long
running obsession with the work of Barbara Hepworth. My friend Kathy Noble
actually also kept describing my hollow sculptures as orifices... It seemed right
that the word should appear in the title of the show, as it was an aspect of my
work that I wanted to explore further. I became more and more focused on ideas
of the hole and what it meant for me. I started with hollow sculptures and then
tried to translate this onto canvas with a series of “Orifice” paintings. It then
struck me that Lucio Fontana had made the slash paintings, where he slashed
holes in the canvas - hard angry gestures against traditional forms of painting
and art history. I wondered if I could respond to that with meticulously stitched
holes. In these orifice pictures you can see the skeleton (the frame) beneath.
For me the hole is the perfect metaphorical symbol of the portal separating two
worlds - the inner reality and the outer reality. In terms of the human body the
orifice is the only link between the inside and the outside.
What place do aspects of traditional craft have in your work?
I think the concept of craftsmanship and the ‘hand-made’ has never been more
relevant than it is today. For too long, ideas associated with craft have been

dismissed as sentimental and nostalgic. I believe in the power of making things,
and the bringing together of head and hand. To make things by hand is not a
mindless activity; a painter still paints with his hands. In JeanJacques Rousseau’s treatise on education Emile (1762), he writes of teaching
teenagers a craft: “If, instead of making a child stick to his books, I employ him in
a workshop, his hands work to the advantage of his intellect, he becomes a
philosopher while he thinks he is simply becoming an artisan”.
As a society we are forced more and more to experience the world we live in
virtually. The objects we encounter have been ordered online, or bought from
huge supermarkets. We have no real idea how or where they were made. My
work does not offer an escape from that but perhaps it allows time to process and
understand better. My sculptures are performed in person – they are not
prefabricated. For me making things by hand can be an almost meditative
experience. It is an opportunity to think and imagine by oneself as opposed to
having an experience projected on us.
There are a few cases where the shapes in your installations and paintings look as
though they could be ancient symbols. Is this intended?
Coming from a painting background I realise the importance of how formal tropes
of composition, such as colour and shape, affect a work’s reading. With some of
the wall-based works I wanted to create forms that looked like a painterly action
or gesture, but that also alluded to some sort of unidentifiable language.
Language in its earliest, and most primitive, form started as a pictographic
method of communication. As such, it was also significant that I played on this by
creating marks akin to a type of hieroglyphic language – it was important for me
that it seemed on some level familiar like a lost forgotten language without it
actually being one. I think this gap between something alluding to something,
without it actually becoming the ‘thing’ alluded to, is a very interesting space. It
invites the viewer to fill in the gaps. It is something I play with a lot in my work –
by making ceramic objects that are seemingly forgotten archaeological tools and
performances that allude to having a narrative without actually having one. It is
quite a difficult ground to tread, as it is so easy to automatically define something
by what we know already.
Jonathan Baldock's 'Notes from the Orifice' is showing at VITRINE gallery, Bermondsey
Street, until 15th November

Jonathan Baldock: Notes from the Orifice
8 October – 15 November 2014, Vitrine, London
By Helen Sumpter

Notes from the Orifice, 2014 (installation view). Courtesy Vitrine, London

Male and female, hard and soft, alien and familiar, comfort and danger, abstract
and figurative, art and craft, magic and myth, fun and fetish – all possible word
pairings that might come to mind when thinking about Jonathan Baldock’s
work. This exhibition of new sculptures and wall pieces (all works but one,
2014), constructed using combinations of candy-coloured fabric, print, paint,
ceramics, wood and modelling clay, can box-tick them all. The literal ‘orifices’ of
the show’s title take the form of holes. They manifest as peepholes in the

freestanding padded, patchwork-felted wall, Peephole-wall, that fills the
gallery’s floor-to-ceiling window space, and through which one can view the
show from the street and vice versa. Among them is the hole at the centre of the
giant doughnut-shaped sculpture, Philomena, which perches on three spindly
lilac-coloured wooden legs. And there are the small round holes neatly edged in
embroidery thread that are cut out of a pattern-printed muslin curtain dividing
the back of the gallery from the front and that also appear in hessian wall works
presented on stretchers like paintings. One of these, Peach with Feet, is of
human proportions and leans against the wall, pink plaster feet protruding from
underneath, embodying the idea not just of holes, but of a series of glory holes.
The exhibition’s title is taken from academic Robin Lydenberg’s 1985 essay on
the materiality of language and the body in William Burroughs’s counterculture
novel Naked Lunch (1959). Baldock’s soft sculptural aesthetic and pastel palette
may initially seem far away from the harder, seedier, more bodily subject matter
of Burroughs, but there’s enough ambiguity in these works to allow not only the
corporeal element but also the sinister and the sexual and the violent to seep
through. Take the two small felt sculptures, Form with Protrusions, that not only
stand on legs in the shape of large nails but have nails bashed into them like
totems or torture implements. Then there’s the pair of club-shaped felt
sculptures suspended from the ceiling on rope. They don’t exactly scream out
‘severed heads’, but considered with their title, Atlanta’s Lovers, and with
Atlanta being the virgin huntress from Greek mythology who beheaded a
procession of unsuccessful suitors who failed to beat her in a running race,
severed heads is exactly what they are.
Perhaps the human-scale, masked grey and pink knitted figure slumped in the
corner exuding kapok stuffing, The Guide, is Atlanta herself. The fleet-of-foot
huntress was said to have worn armour to give her suitors a sporting chance.
The thick strips of jersey fabric used to knit this figure create an effect not

dissimilar to chain-mail. During Frieze London week, the unstuffed figure was
worn by artist Florence Peake for a series of performances. It isn’t hard to
imagine that she might still be in there.
This article was first published in the December 2014 issue.

Jonathan Baldock: The Soft Machine
The British artist blurs the boundary between sculpture and
costume, at Chapter, Cardiff

For his first solo exhibition in Wales, Jonathan Baldock will present a series of
sculptures, installations and performances drawing from a variety of sources
including theatre, pagan ritual, and contemporary popular culture. Baldock’s work
often takes the form of hybrid sculptures that act both as objects and costumes –
turning modest materials into monumental monoliths, or knitted shapes into
spaces for performers to inhabit and activate – which explore the relationship
between the body and sculpture.
Titled The Soft Machine, the show makes reference to the 1961 novel by William
S. Burroughs, in which he described the ‘soft machine’ as ‘the human body under
constant siege from a vast hungry host of parasites’. By designing a world where
humans inhabit the objects, Baldock raises questions of dependence and control,
questioning the hierarchy between visitor and sculpture, maker and material.
to 29 June, Chapter, Cardiff
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The$Next$Generation$of$YBAs?$New$
Show%Surveys%Britain's%Rising%Art%
Upstarts!
BY ULYSSES CASTELLANOS | APRIL 24, 2013

(Jonathan Baldock (installation) Justin Mortimer (painting) in MOCCA's "Are You Alright?...")

Derek Mainella and Elizabeth Eamer have curated a tantalizing look at
the U.K. art scene for the Museum of Contemporary Canadian Art.
Provocatively titled “Are You Alright? New Art from Britain,” the exhibition
brings together a dream team of British artists, among their ranks one of the
co-founders of Frieze Magazine (Tom Gidley); artists who have been
collected or exhibited by Charles Saatchi (which, along with Gidley again,
whose MOCCA work is on loan from Saatchi, includes John Baldock, whose
work was featured in Saatchi’s “Newspeak. British Art Now”) and artists whose

works are represented in the collections of the British National Portrait
Gallery and the National Gallery of Canada, among others. Given the
“state of the art” caliber of the artists on show, and that most of them have not
previously exhibited in Canada, expectations ran high for this show:
particularly with its self-imposed framework, which heralds the emergence of a
“new modernism,” and delivering us the generation to follow the YBAs.
Unsurprisingly, then, the biggest problem with the show was not the work on
display, but the curatorial essay, which subjected the works to a reductive
reading in which they were forcefully introduced into an idealized “higher
calling.” The thematic to be extracted from “Are You Alright?...” is that the new
art being made in Britain is created in opposition to the excesses of the YBAs.
This reaction to the status quo is characterized by an emphasis on re-skilling, a
non-emphasis on “youth” as a currency value, and the reluctance to outsource
work to fabricators. All of these reactions seem worthy and appropriate to the
current state of affairs. However, Jodie James Eliott, in his catalogue essay,
refers to these artists as stalwarts of a “New Modernism” and, in reference to
the Bryce Marden-esque brushstrokes of painter Clem Crosby’s
abstractions, “a reprieve from the noise of the Twenty-First Century.” This
grandiose treatment somehow burlesques the reading of the works on display,
feeding them through a lens of … well, hyperbole.

Nevertheless, there are several thematic currents and concerns running
through the exhibition: a fascination with fetish objects, pop culture, and
modernist tropes like Primitivism, for instance.
The title of the show, “Are you alright? New Art from Britain,” provides us with
an entry point. Following Slavoj Zizek’s dictum that philosophy’s job is not to
provide answers to questions, but rather, to redefine the questions themselves,
it could be argued that the queries being raised in “Are You Alright?…” are:

“What does it mean to be a British artist working in the second decade of the
21st century, after the YBA hoopla has died down, and when the gravy train
that was the feeding frenzy of the pre-bust art market has come to an almostgrinding halt? How does the new generation navigate this current state?”
Although not without its contradictions, the exhibition succeeds in engaging
with a North American audience as it asks these questions so relevant to the
international art market. However, more nuanced issues emerge: “Has Charles
Saatchi’s personal taste (a predilection for material art objects over “nonobject based” practices, such as video art and performance) infiltrated the core
of the British art establishment? And if so, is it choking out the possibilities for
innovation and experimentation that were first mined by the YBAs in the ’90s?
What could be a possible counter to this?”
Rather than introducing us to a totality of “New” British art, the exhibition
functions as a snapshot of the work being made in London at this moment, and
for the modus operandi of its varied practitioners. As co-curator Derek
Mainella positioned it in an interview with ARTINFO Canada, “We’re not
proposing that this isBritish art, that would be a naïve statement. But it’s
definitely a good view of it, a good view of a certain way of working.”
Pop cultural references abound. The works by artist Graham Dolphin are a
case in point. Dolphin is well known for working with “fan memorials” of
famous international cult figures, as his subject matter. He travels to fan
monuments such as Jim Morrison’s graffiti-covered memorial in Père
Lachaise Cemetery, and carefully reproduces elements from these monuments.
Here, his large mixed-media work entitled “Wall (Walk in Silence)” is an exact
replica of a graffiti memorial to Ian Curtis, the late singer of the cult English
band “Joy Division.” Recreated using graphite, spray paint, and ink, the work
is indistinguishable from an actual piece of graffiti-laden concrete. It creates an
uncanny effect of distance and familiarity, which is well in line with the Ian

Curtis mythos: that of a fragile artist-genius-savant in the tradition
of Baudelaire and Oscar Wilde.
Painter Dawn Mellor also works with images of celebrity, but whereas
Dolphin aggrandizes his subjects, Mellor seemingly debases hers. In her grid of
movie-still portraits of famous male Hollywood actors, all painted to look like
rotting corpses, the disconnected heads appear like Francis Bacon paintings
but lacking in movement. And whereas Bacon enjoyed showing contorting
bodies, Mellor prefers a tight frame around the tormented visages of her
subjects. Taken from scenes that evince a heightened psychological/physical
strain, Mellor’s celebrities come across as though they were the unfortunate
protagonists of Jonathan Edwards’s “Sinners in The Hands of an Angry
God” sermon. They are celebrities cast as zombies from the popular TV series
“The Walking Dead”; rotting and stinking corpses, a walking cerebral cortex
with arms and legs, wandering aimlessly through the post-apocalyptic
landscape, blue-green flesh and all. Although this work could be seen as an
indictment of celebrity, it comes across more as a sign of solidarity with those
who are reviled, and yet celebrated, by society.
Popular culture and modernism coalesce in the work of Harry Burden, who
uses base (but heavily charged) materials to create sculptural installations that
speak of power dynamics and class struggles. His piece, “Dirty Fucking
Hippies,” consists of a series of ratty mops (purportedly obtained from
galleries and museums) that have been upturned and mounted on individual
unpainted plywood bases. Beside and behind, three photomontages merge
Modernist sculptures with plastic cleaner spray bottles: Umberto Boccioni’s
“Unique Forms of Continuity in Space,” a bust by British sculptor Sir
Eduardo Paolozzy, and a Jacob Epstein sculpture are digitally collaged
with a bottle’s spray nozzle. These works adopt Primitivism to achieve a
suprising opposition to the Modernists: in fetishizing contemporary design and
anthropomorphizing these banal objects through the insertion of high

Modernism, Burden imbues them with a fuzzy, anachronistic, and mystical
quality.
Another artist working with base materials is James Unsworth. The artist
creates totemic stand-ins for the Facebook generation, mining our collective
memories for the equivalent of a British anti-drinking-and-driving shock TV
campaign ad. We see “teenagers” who look deformed (as though suffering from
Treacher Collins Syndrome) and mentally challenged, wearing Star Warsthemed clothing, like Superfans camping out in front of Grauman’s Chinese
Movie Theatre, looking at the camera with idiotic bulging eyes. This is perhaps
the most compelling work in the show. It has the effect of the (now cliché) car
accident model: we want to avert our eyes, but we have to keep looking.
Unsworth does not physically display his grotesque sculptures, but rather
photographs them and presents them as digital C-Type prints mounted on
aluminum (poking fun at the rapaciousness with which we consume images of
violence and the grotesque, as mediated by a screen or a lens). This rather
heroic (and costly) display format makes Unsworth’s grotesqueries even more
compelling, because of the tension that exists between the horror of his images
and the precious, pristine way in which they are displayed.
So what to make of the anxiety so evident in this exhibition? Perhaps American
painter Chuck Close put it best, while being interviewed for the film “Art
City”:
“The ’70s is a decade that was, I think, very misunderstood. It was a sort of
pluralistic decade, and a lot of collectors and museum curators and critics
didn’t like [it] for of its lack of focus, the fact that there were so many different
things going on. [It was], by and large, a decade in which where no superstars;
there were a lot of people working in a lot of different ways. [...] But our
generation is looking particularly good [now], and perhaps it’s because we
didn’t have to perform within the white-hot glare of the spotlight, and we

didn’t have three shows in three different galleries in the same month. There
was a little bit more time to have one’s work evolve slowly and naturally and to
follow an idiosyncratic personal path ... People like Bryce Marden,Richard
Serra, Elizabeth Murray, Joel Shapiro, that whole generation. Members
of that generation are doing some of their best work right now, and it wasn’t
that we peaked early and started a slow and steady decline, as much as we have
followed our own idiosyncratic path, and I think the work is holding out quite
well.”
“Are You Alright?…” could have benefitted greatly from a different curatorial
angle; the idea that these artists are breaking away from postmodernism and
into a new “New Modernism” paradigm seems laughable. What is more likely
is that the current air of disillusionment emerging post-recession, post-market
crash, and post-YBA’s, is forcing contemporary British artists to reexamine
their values concerning what gives art “value” (something that also took place
after the early '90s recession in the United States and elsewhere).
The artists featured in “Are You Alright?...” aren’t doing anything spectacularly
different from the stuff featured in “Art21” (or the briefly-aired “School of
Saatchi,” for that matter). They are not the Great White Hope they’re made out
to be (who would ever want to be that?), but the work is, for the most part,
provocative, interesting, and, yes, fresh. So in the end, the kids are indeed
“alright.” I’ll drink a pint to that.
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The clown—a source of laughter for some and of unease or even terror for
others—is the central motif in Jonathan Baldock’s sculptural installation Pierrot,
2011, which takes its title and inspiration from Jean-Antoine Watteau’s 1718–19
painting of a commedia dell’arte fool. Standing alone above his fellow actors,
Watteau’s Pierrot appears lost in thought, the expression on his unpainted face
remote. In this moment, he seems unable to fully inhabit his persona—perhaps
he is a man forced to play a part that stopped making sense long ago. Baldock’s
version of the Pierrot figure evokes a similar sense of displacement, albeit in a
comically literal fashion: The clown’s costumed body has been abstracted into a
series of modular geometric forms that the artist can (and does) reconfigure at
will. Baldock sculpts the individual components out of polysterene foam, then
blanket-stitches sections of cream-colored felt directly onto the forms, forming a
taut sheath over the entirety of each. On top of this are sewn additional fabric
cutouts in the shape of tears, body parts, polka dots, and stripes.
When viewed as an installation, the sculptures yield a single, exquisitely
balanced visual tableau. Seen as individual works, however, their affects career
wildly from humorous to bawdy to downright creepy. A head placed atop a stack
of cylindrical and rectangular forms evokes a clown in jauntily striped pantaloons,
yet the bullet-size hole where one of his eyes should be, and the scarlike strip of
black fabric running down the jawline, conjure far less comforting imagery.
Comparisons to Frankenstein’s monster and his slasher-film offspring are
inevitable, but equally resonant is David Wojnarowicz’s 1990 Silence =
Death and its iconic image of a man with his mouth sewn shut, blood running
from the sutures like tears. For the most part, Baldock avoids pinning any one
cultural or art-historical reference to his sculptures, preferring instead to allow for
a potentially infinite number of them. A torso with outstretched arms, for example,
suggests the graceful leaps of a dancer en pointe, while the crudely suggestive
smiley face appliquéd to its chest reminds us that “low” forms of culture offer
modes of levity that are just as powerful as “high” culture. What is a clown, after
all, if not a man who can show us the potential for transcendence that lies in
both?
--Claudine Ise

